Marston Pterodactyl - Build Log - Part Five

Attach bottom sheeting - hold with tape in the correct position. Removable hatch on left is installed to get
the position correct. The trailing edge of the sheeting is oversize (red arrow) and trimmed after gluing.

That's the inside all done.

Body: Head ornamentation - sets the "style" - the "beep beep" factor
This is not mentioned in the instructions, but is clearly an important, probably fundamental, part of any
Pterodactyl.
There is an excellent closeup of the head on the pteroworks web site, and you can clearly see the
ornamentation in the photo. Supplied with the laser cut parts are two 1/8" ply shapes that have the correct
side profile. These can be built up with some scrap balsa as shown in the photo to form the desired shape.
If you place these parts on the head the effect is great. I am sure this is what all the best dressed
Pterodactyls wore.
In my case I am going to give my Pterodactyl a personality problem by building a crest similar to a
cockatoo crest that is eventually going to be painted yellow to match the overall colour scheme. Perhaps
this was the look of the 'punk' Pterodactyl.
I did a quick bit of a work and came up with something that looks OK and then checked it for size. I want
it large enough to look OK, but not too large as to be a problem.
I then made a laminated bit of balsa using 3mm + 6mm + 3mm balsa. When this was ready to use I cut
the shape out using the template. Then the tricky part of sanding a smooth shape to the various parts:
- using a carving tool cut the positions that separate the parts of the crest
- with a combination of Dremel bits carve and sand to round off the piece
- with sand paper continue the process
- fill the grain with a water based filler
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- sand again until smooth
Finally sand the bottom so that the crest sits at right angles to the head.
At this point I put my "Cockatoo crest" onto the Pterodacytl and what do I get?
You guessed it - Road Runner

it looks like Roger may be right!

Weight of 'crest' 6gms

The 'official' head and ornamentation - photo courtesy of the pteroworks web site.

This is one of the ply parts on the head - looks fine.

My replacement "cockatoo style" hairdo.

The 3 pieces pf balsa, ready to laminate.
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After lamination attach the template.

And cut on the scroll saw along the outside of the lines.

Mark the crest dividers.

Attack with the Dremel for the rough shape.

Sand until much smoother.
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Side on shot of the head with crest on top.

And it looks even more like a Road Runner!

Another front on shot for good measure.

Where am I upto?
Time to test fit everything together and find out how the weights are going.
The Ready To Cover weight is 1060gms (37.4 oz): this includes the servos and electronics in the wings,
all that is missing are the propellors, two HS81 V-tail servos, receiver, BEC and batteries.
With all that added the AUW (without covering & ballast) is 1454gms (51.3 oz).
About the only thing I don't know is what my ballast requirement is going to be. I will look into that once
I have some covering completed.
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Thats looking beaut Tugboat - a real work of art
Just noticed its .. ahem... one week to the anniversary of the thread.
No pressure or anything
KiwiKid
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Hello,
I'd like to build this bird as next model. I wrote to Ron marston, but didn't get any answer...
First, I'd like to know whether it's possible to make a pure glider out of it (without motors), and most of
all, if it's an easy-to-fly glider, as it would be my third one (after a Multiplex Easy Glider and a 3-meters
ASK13).
The last question (if anyone ca answer) concerns the plan itself : are the wings' ribs drawn on the PDF
plan?
Thanks for your answers
Fabrice

Hi Fabrice,
a) Ron has always been good at replying to my emails - so I am sure he will reply to you.
b) From what I have constructed it would appear to be easy to leave the motors out. However, you would
need to put some extra lead (about 30gms by my calculation) to keep the CG in the same place (ie.
remove about 150gms of motors and add 30grms to the nose - saving about 120gms). My batteries are
about on the CG so removing them is CG neutral.
c) Also in relation to gliding, the wing appears to have quite a lot of reflex compared to a standard ClarkY. So it will probably want to go fast... so probably a good slope glider...
d) Ah yes, is it an easy to fly glider? Well I don't even know if it is easy to fly under power yet! So I will
wait a bit before answering this. (Actually, one of the reasons I have been trying to build light is that I
have a hope that it might glide well - time will tell).
e) The plans that come with the short form kit do not have the rib shapes on them. This is a bit of a
shortcoming in my opinion. As I understand it you can purchase the drawing of the ribs (ie. the laser
cutting artwork) as a separate item. When I purchased my kit the web site said that you would get both the
full plans and the laser cutting artwork - what arrived was two copies of the full plans. This was
apparently a late change by Ron.
I hope that helps,
Tim
For all those waiting for more progress- I am back on the job. I have missed the 1 year deadline...
Work, and a few other things, conspired to keep me oway from finishing for a while. I suppose one
benefit is that I can now see the floor of my work room, and the top of the desk as well....

Thanks a lot for your rapid answer, TugBoat
a/ I wrote to Ron 2 weeks ago, I will try again this WE if no response from him.
c/ OK, so I have to learn a bit more before piloting it!
e/ In fact, I like to build completely my gliders, but I'm not very good at drawing plans, so it would be
very interesting for me to buy a complete one with all the shapes on it. I'll check with Ron.
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Body: Crest works - continued
A slight change of plan with the body - I have decided to cover the body with film, rather than try
painting. Basically I am not certain that I can achieve a good paint finish - and I don't want to learn on
this job.
So I have painted the crest so that it can be glued on after the body is covered.
I just sanded the piece with fine paper and then gave it two coats of acrylic yellow, added a few splashes
of white to look like the feathers near the head and then put on a final coat of gloss WBPU.
Results as shown.

Covering - all one step according to the instructions
To quote from the instructions:
Quote:
This is not the easiest airframe to cover, but if you use the right material and are patient, and have
some covering experience, it will go smoothly.

So what is the right material? According to the instructions:
Quote:
Ultracote or Ultracote lite are my recommendations. I do not recommend Monocote, because it
doesn't stretch as much as Ultracote, and you need the stretch for the compound curves.

That's good, because what I have is Profilm, which is Ultracote by another name. I have purchase the
Profilm Light Transparent in red, white and yellow for my colour scheme.
Also I need a rough plan for the covering - the bottom will be one colour (red) and the top white and
yellow as per the plan.
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Covering - wing bottom
I decided to start on the wing bottom and cover with the transparent red. I was going to try and do this in
one piece, but then I realised that I couldn't do one piece out of one roll of film - it just wouldn't fit. As I
was thinking about this I also decided that it could be a bit difficult to handle the wing in one piece - so I
decided to do it in three pieces, which is the same as I am going to do on the top.
First thing is to sand the wings and control surfaces with fine paper and then get rid of all the dust.
Next I started at the inboard end and put on the first piece of film. This goes from the wing join to the
motor. I needed to cut a hole where the wires exit as the first step.
Of course, I wasn't really paying attention at this stage and I cut the hole with the film the 'wrong way up'
- so it was in the wrong position for the wing I had. That's OK for the first piece - just swap to the other
wing - but pay attention next time!
For the inboard section I tacked the film down the spar line and then worked on one side and then the
other side and tacked down the edges - keeping the film tight. The curves on the front and back of this
section are the worst - at least for the bottom covering. A bit more work and the section was in place. At
this stage I used a heat gun to slightly shrink the covering - not tight at this stage - just remove a bit of the
slack.
I had a lot of trouble getting the film round the trailing edge in one piece - and resorted to a few cuts in
the film to get it to go over the trailing edge. This should have been a warning of things to come, and I
should probably have gone in search of an expert in covering... (or waited for suggestions from this
forum)... as it was I just kept going.
Then the central section and finally the tip section. Again, I just used the heat gun a little. Once the other
side also has film it can all be shrunk a bit more, at this stage I don't want to warp the wings.
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Initial piece of covering in position.

Left and right sides tacked down.

Font and back tacked down.

And lightly shrunk with a heat gun.
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A top view - not the best solution, but there was no way that I could get the covering over the trailing
edge without any cuts.

Middle section in position.

Trailing edge tacked down.

And all done on the bottom.

Covering - wing top
The wing top is white and yellow - see plan a few posts ago. To do this I made yet another set of
cardboard templates with the curves I needed.
Once I was happy with how this looked I used it to cut a section of transparent white covering. This is the
interesting bit of covering with the biggest concave sections. I have to admit that this bit defeated me.
There was no way that I could get the covering down at the front - no amount of heating/pulling would
make this bit fit. In then end I resorted to four slits in the covering to allow me to get the covering down
onto the front section of the wing. I covered the slits with some small pieces of white covering. Defeated
at the end...
At this stage I decided I would attach the white tip section next and the yellow middle last. So another
cardboard template for the curve near the tip. Cut the covering and attach it. Once again I managed to cut
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the material the wrong way because I forgot to check which side of the covering had the clear plastic
backing...
That's the second time I wasn't paying enough attention!
Finally the yellow section in the middle. Cut the curves so that there is about 1/2" of overlap. This bit
looks OK.
Finally use a heat gun on the whole wing and press down with a paper towel just after heating to get the
covering attached to the wing. Once I have both wings covered I will do the final run over the covering
and get the washout & wing tips the same on both wings.
Now have a look...
I must admit that the yellow and red look much better than the white. The white, even though it is
transparent lite covering, just doesn't quite have the same look. I can see why the green shown on the
Pteroworks web site would be a good choice.
At this stage there is no way that I am recovering anything, so it is staying as is. As my wife just said:
"Surely the thing is that it flies OK?" - so on that positive note I will proceed to the other wing.
I think I probably should have consulted an expert here... I am always slighly disappointed with my
covering results, even though I use a sharp knife and change it frequently the cuts are just never 100%
smooth...

The two templates. The one on the left is the inboard section and the one on the right is for the wing tips.

The first piece of white covering.
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All done. You can see the four small extra strips of covering where I needs to cut some slits to get the
front section to fit. I am sure you can do better than this with some experience...

Wing tip in place

And completed.

Yellow middle section the inboard curve is cut and the tip end curve is yet to be cut.

All done.
Covering - ailerons and flaps
I was in two minds about this - should they be yellow or white on top?
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Eventually I decided on a yellow top with the red bottom. These were relatively simple to cover.
Actually on the other wing I managed to work out how to get the edge to wrap over on the curves without
using slits - so it is possible! All I need to do now is only show people the left wing. (An alternative
approach is to build two Pterodactyls, one to learn on and one to get perfect!)

Two ailerons, the flaps are similar.

Covering - tighten up the wings
Next I have used a heat gun to tighten up all the wing covering and smooth it all out with a paper towel.
At this stage I have no real idea if I have the correct washout.
However, I put both wings onto a flat table and check that they were the same.
One of the wing tips needed a bit of adjustment to get them to match. Also I twisted a bit more washout
into the wing with less washout. Actually there was not very much difference, so that looks positive.

Checking that both wings have the same washout.

Wings: Attach ailerons and flaps
At this stage it is time to finish the wings by attaching the flaps and ailerons.
The first thing to do is to use the iron to ensure that the covering around the access holes on the bottom of
the wing is attached to the balsa sheeting, then use a new sharp knife blade to cut out the access holes.
(At the same time cut the covering away from the holes for the wing joiner rods etc. at the wing centre.)
Then turn the wing over and repeat the process on the upper wing exit points. I just slit the covering for
these, rather than cut out the entire shape.
Then insert the control rod through the wing from the bottom - use a screw driver to open the clevis and
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drop it onto the control arm. Easier said than done - the best way to do this is to hold the rod where it
comes out of the wing and hold the screw driver with the other hand. Twist the screw driver to open the
clevis and use the other hand to push the rod and open clevis onto the control arm.
At this stage it is best to install the control surfaces, and make sure that they move freely. I am using tape
for the hinges. Because there is some range of movements available I adjust the position of the surfaces so
that the horns line up with the control rods.
Now screw the clevis onto the other end of the control rod and attach the clevis to the horn on the control
surface. Because of the geometry when the servos are at their middle position my flap is down and aileron
up.
Then attach to a receiver and align all the surfaces and check that the basic mixing is correct. (Final setup
later...)
I looks like I am going to exceed my target weight for the wings by about 30gms. I was aiming for
860gms for the entire wing - at this stage it looks like it will be 890gms.
Wing weight: 440gms complete including prop (without joiner).

Holes in the bottom wing covering, use a screw driver to open the clevis and attach to the servo horn.

The top side of the wing with the control rod in place.

Hinge the surfaces on the bottom with tape.
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Attach clevises to the top and then to the horns on the surface. Servos are at their middle position so the
flap is down and the aileron up.

Adjust for the correct neutral position.

Body: tidy up
Prior to covering the body there are a few things to tidy up.
First I adjusted the ply body sides around the join between the body sides and the V-tail. I did this by
sanding the ply down so that it met the CF longerons. To ensure that I didn't sand the CF I used tape to
hold some thin brass strips on top of the CF - I don't want to weaken the CF tubes in this critical area.
Then I mixed some epoxy and micro balloons to use as filler (ie. lots of micro balloons) and used this to
complete the smooth transition around the body to V-tail area and also to fill the gap where the balsa
chest blocks meet the body sides.
Once the epoxy was cured I sanded this all to get it smooth. I also rounded off all the hard corners on the
head and other parts of the body. I don't know that I did this agressively enough - but at least there are
less hard corners now.
Also I have removed the temporary material I put on the body sides in place of the felt that is going to
form the ply/wing interface.
Finally a good sand all over with fine paper and then clean up all the dust.
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This is the before shot of the side/tail join. I marked some pencil lines of where to sand to - just visible in
the photo.

A bit of scrap material to protect the CF tubes.

After filling and sanding. Again, this is a bit difficult to see in the photo - but the white
epoxy/microballoons filler just makes it all smooth.

Also on the body side/chest join area a small fillet of epoxy/microballoons that permits sanding to make
this all smooth.

Body: more tidy up
Before covering the body there are a few minor things to complete on the access hatch.
First I put some light weight glass onto the bottom of the hatch - this area is going to take a lot of the
landing, so a bit of extra reinforcement for the balsa is a good idea. I just used WBPU to attach the glass,
this leaves a nice timber look finish and my experience is that the glass with the WBPU adds a lot of
strength and stops the balsa getting lots of dents. Probably glass+epoxy would be even stronger - but the
water based finish is so easy to use.
Next step is to drill and tap the mounting posts and body sides to hold the hatch in position. I used M3
bolts because I have lots of them. I marked the positions on the outside of the body and held the hatch on
with tape then drilled a hole for one of the mountings. Tap the hole and enlarge the hole in the body sides.
I have also glued on a foam battery support onto the tray and also the "end stops" to hold the battery in
position.
So that looks like the batteries are secured OK.
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It is certainly going to be full inside the body, I think that it is all manageable, but I will find out shortly.
I have also attempted to start covering the body, and I started with the neck. At this stage I am thinking of
going back to paint for the neck! It is very, very difficult to get the neck covered neatly. I had two goes
at one of the neck pieces and the results were awful. Paint at this stage is looking like an easy option.

This is the glass applied to the battery hatch just prior to trimming.

Add the battery support and end stops.

Body: paint neck and chest
I don't know how many times I have remade this decision - but I am back to painting. Part of my problem
covering the neck is that the covering will not bond to the CF strips that I have used. Although I would
also admit that this bit is beyond my covering skills.
So it is back to "plan A". So I have first used WBPU to to seal the neck and also to attach some light glass
to cover the end grain balsa of the chest area. I am going to use some acrylic paints and these bond to the
WBPU.
Once that is dry trim the glass and then lightly sand the neck. Then two coats of acrylic, with a light sand
between coats. Finally a coat of WBPU to seal the paint and provide a gloss finish (my acrylic is "low
sheen"). With some luck this will mean that the painted area sort of matches the covering in terms of the
gloss finish. This is wishful thinking really because the paint has much more colour and is not
transparent...
Once the painting was done I covered the head. That was not too difficult.
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The white covering didn't really make the eyes visible. So I cut the white covering out of the eyes and put
on some "eye shadow" using the yellow. The crest will go on later.
I have to admit that I am not at all certain about the colour scheme at this stage, perhaps I should have just
stuck to two colours (one for the top and another for the bottom). But I am committed now, and it will be
see the complete effect until the entire job is finished.
Just out of interest I weighed everything before I started and again when complete. Total added weight
was 6.5gms for the glass, paint and covering.
Next task the tail area and body sides.
Check that the batteries mount OK.

Apply glass to the chest area.

All the painting done.

Head covered, and the yellow flashes around the eye.
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Put it all together and perhaps the colour scheme is OK.

Body: covering
This covering is nasty stuff...
What I decided to do on the body was to cover as follows:
- yellow on the top of the tails;
- then the yellow on the top rear of the body;
- then the yellow on the bottom of the body;
- then red on the bottom of the tails;
- finally white on the ply sides.
Trying to learn from the wings I thought that the red on top of the yellow would look better than yellow
on red. Also I decided that the sides had to go on last, even though this meant that I was going to end up
with white over yellow.
OK, so what happened?
I started with the yellow on the top of the tails, that bit went pretty well...
Then the yellow on the top rear. Because of the way I have vented the airflow this had to go flat on the
ply spacer, up the ply sides and back over the rear balsa spacer. Sounds good, but I could not get the
Profilm to bond to the ply at all. After two failed attempts at this I decided to resort to Balsaloc. I ran a
line of Balsaloc along the front of the ply, and also down the sides.
Because I could see problems coming with the ply body sides I also ran some Balsaloc along the edge of
the ply body sides where the side covering would not be attached to an overlap of some other covering.
Also I put some Balsaloc onto the inside of the body where the battery hatch is.
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Although the Balsaloc does alter the colour of the covering slightly I would have been lost without it for
this job.
Anyway that allowed me to get the top rear yellow bit on OK. At this stage I couldn't shrink any of the
covering - so the area around the transition from the flat top area onto the V-tails was a bit messy. I tried
to get it as flat and smooth as possible at this stage.
Next onto the bottom of the body. Not too bad here. I made a 1/4" overlap onto the sides to help secure
the final side covering.
Red on the bottom of the V-tails. This was a lot easier, although the transition from body to V-tail was a
bit tricky. At this stage with the red bonded to the yellow over the tails I could shrink the covering a bit.
Then the white sides. Where the battery hatch was I wrapped the white over and back onto the Balsaloc. I
trimmed the white along the wing mounting area.
Finally heat and press the whole thing down all over. Also straighen out the tails by them holding straight
and heating the covering.
Oh yes, after all that I quickly covered the battery hatch itself. A simple task after the rest of the body.
Things are starting to come together!
After all the work on the internals of the wings I really wish I could get my covering a bit neater.

The top of the tails and the top rear body all done in yellow.

Next the bottom of the body.
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Red on the bottom of the V-tails.

And white on the sides. Because of the order I did this you can see some yellow through the white.
Looking back I think I should have used white solid colour on the body - it would have matched the paint
better and covered the yellow.

Cover the battery hatch.

Hatch in place. I forgot to mention that during the painting I put a curved yellow bit on the bottom to
remove the straight line on the white/yellow transition.

Body: on with the crest
Now to attach the crest. Earlier on I drilled a bamboo skewer size hole in the bottom of the crest to allow
me to hold the crest while painting. I am going to use this to provide a little additional reinforcement to
the crest attachment.
First sand the bottom of the crest to remove any stray paint and also to make the bottom have a slight
curve to match the top of the head.
Next YACT (Yet Another Cardboard Template) - this time for the crest mounting. Take a pience of
cardboard drill a 3mm hole. Put the crest in place and draw around it.
Work out where the centre line of the crest is and then trim the cardboard to match the shape of the head.
Position this on top of the head and mark the hole.
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Now drill the hole in the top of the head! (Anyone for brain surgery?) Trim the bamboo skewer to the
correct length (so it sticks out about 5mm) and test fit for position. If required enlarge the hole slightly
and get the crest located centrally.
Cut the crest shape out of the template, leaving the hole as part of the template. Put the template on the
head and mark the cutouts. Recheck with the crest to make sure it is all square. Then remove covering as
indicated by the marks.
Double check everything and glue centrally on the head. I used some aluminium right angles clamped to
the side of the crest to locate the crest vertically on the head.
Who know what that crest is going to do to the aerodynamics...

The cardboard with the crest and the outline marked.

Trimmed to size and centred on the head. Mark the hole.

Hole drilled and crest in position - check it is central.
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Mark where to cut the covering. Cut under the central bit of cardboard as well - it has been left in place
purely for locating the template.

Glue in position. Central and vertical.

All done - the head is complete.

Body: V-tail control surfaces
I have just realised that I have not yet attached any control horns to the V-tail control surfaces, so I need
to make some ply horns.
The instructions say:
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Quote:
Elevator throws should be fairly small, or you should use lots of exponential in programming your
radio. Aileron throws should be much higher. Use as much up aileron throw as your gear will allow.
It's a bit wing. If you can mix some down flap into the ailerons, do it. Rudder throw can be greater
than the elevator throw.

So the question is what range of movement should I allow for? I think I will design the horns for 20mm
up/down travel over the servo range. If that turns out to be insufficient I can always just adjust the horns.
First thing is to sand the bevel onto the control surfaces - about 30 degrees should be enough. I clamp two
pieces of aluminium flat to the surface and then use that to sand the angle as required.
Next, cut the control horns, make slots in the surfaces and check the available throw. Then glue them in
place.
Then cover in the red/yellow scheme and then attach. I sanded for a top hinge line.

Sanding bars in place and sand for the bevel.

All the parts. Hinge line sanded, slots cut and control horns.

Cover and attach.

Radio installation
As follows:
- Drill 1mm hole in servo arms to suite 1mm pushrod that I am using;
- Mount 2 x HS81 in the body;
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- Attach a small piece of velcro to hold the receiver;
- Attach velcro to receiver and install;
- Connect HS81 servos to receiver.
Then there is the complex harness to make. Because of the length of wiring that I left on the wings this
harness needs to be very short, just enough to connect the receiver to the connectors which should sit at
the front of the servo mountings.
The harness is held in with wire ties around the servo area, the UBEC is left floating. With any luck it
will just sort of "pack in" when the batteries are in place. It is going to be very, very tight inside the body.
Finally there are the control rods to the V-tails. I was going to use some light Sulivan rods - but I happen
to have the pushrods supplied with an EasyGlider, and the inner tube and 1mm wire are perfect for this
application.
I just used tape to hold the tube in position, with a couple of balsa wedges to hold the tube in the correct
position.
This is a non-removable installation and I just used Z-bends at each end.
Weight of body, complete inc. batteries: 651gms
So that gives me ~1541gms all together prior to checking the CG.

Servos and receiver velcro.

Internal wiring harness.

Wiring harness installed.
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Control rods in place for V-tail.

And connected to the servo arms.

Sure doesn't look like much elevator/rudder surface area. Is that because the tail is so short you don't need
much? When do you expect to maiden this work of art?

Good question about the tail.
I have no idea why the instructions are firm on this point.
I estimate the size of each control surface as 11" x 1.5" (average), they are located 24" rear of the CG on a
wingspan of 80".
I suppose I am about to find out if these instructions are really important.
Tim

Other small stuff
Add the felt to the body sides with contact adhesive.
Mark the CG on the wings (1.5" to 1.75" ahead of the centre of the wing joiner). I like to mark the centre
of the nominated range and then use that as a reference.
Cover servo horn access holes in the wing bottom with something. I have used tape at this stage - I may
replace this with covering material after the test flight.
Put it all together, at this stage I needed to shave 3mm from the Depron blocks I attached to the battery
hatch as a support. This allowed the battery to drop 3mm at the rear and provided enough space for all the
cables.
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Next test the radio functions and adjust the throws. There feels like there is plenty of thrust.
At this stage I also did a range test in the street - no problems there, which is just as well because almost
all the equipment is fully installed.
Weight at this stage 1552gms.
A quick calculation show that I will need somewhere around 80gms of lead to move the current balance
point to the required CG position. In the end I settled for 94gms (3.3oz) which brought the CG to the
forward end of the suggest range. (The instructions say somewhere in the range 1-3oz of lead.)
I used some 2mm Depron to fill the ballast cavity and taped in all in.
Flying weight 1646gms (58oz)

There it is a pile of lead - what a waste of weight...

All secured in the nose.

Flying Instructions
Here are the flying instructions:
Quote:
The Pterodactyl will fly pretty fast, especially if you are using brushless motors. I recommend
keeping the speed and acrobatics to a minimum on the first few flights. Landings should be
uneventful, as long as you have grass to land on. Keep the speed up when landing, and give
yourself lots of room. It glides very well (when the flaps aren't down).

Sounds simple doesn't it?
And from an email fron Ron Marston:
Quote:
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It flies very predictably, and it does slow down better than many powered planes. It's wing
loading is light for a powered plane, but is heavy compared to a glider. It won't slow down like a
glider. If you have experience flying powered planes, especially "belly landers" you should be
fine. It glides motor off better than most powered planes (except for motor-gliders). As with most
powered planes, if you keep the speed up when landing and there won't be any surprises.
So there you go...

Wednesday is 'P'-day
Wednesday is the target for the maiden flight - weather and pilot nerves permitting!
On the weather front it looks only average at this stage, showers are forcast.
Here is the proof of the finished product - just in case I return with a bag of pieces...
I am still having some doubts about the colour scheme - perhaps a simpler scheme would have looked
better.
I will post my initial control surface throws prior to Wednesday and I will report back with some flight
photos assuming Wednesday goes ahead.
I hope this thread has been of interest to all the "Pterodactyl watchers". While it has taken a long time I
have to admit that I have enjoyed the construction. It has been far more challenging that I expected, but
great fun anyway.
I actually asked how difficult the Pterodactyl was to construct prior to purchase and this is the answer:
Quote:
The kit requires some building skills and experience, and there are wood pieces you need to make
from stock, but it isn't too scary. It sounds like you would do fine with it.

So on that basis I started and this is where I have got to!
It just goes to show that you can do most things as long as you don't know that you can't.
Many thanks to those who have assisted along the way - especially Salto (Graham) who put up with a lot
of visits to discuss Pterodactyl construction.
Tim
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I'm on the edge of my seat Tim. Good luck with the maiden.
Is anyone going to get a video?
Graham.

It's a good question, as to whether Magic Mushrooms predate pterodactyls or not.
That thing sure looks like a bad trip to me!

Tug - As we've discussed before, be careful flying anywhere near a natural history museum, 'cos on the
second or third pass the guys in grey dust coats will be out with their big butterfly nets, and it won't be to
catch you (you yourself have only gotta be careful of guys in white coats carrying a straitjacket)
Good luck for the maiden. The paint job looks the greatest.

WOW!
Looks beautiful! Thanks for thebuild log!
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I hope today is the day for the maiden Tug. They say if a plane looks right it should fly right. Don't quite
know how the Ptero fits in with this, but it has all the right bits and I guess is a bit like a V-Tail glider.
My Ptero is still sitting patiently in its box waiting to see the light of day. Certainly learned a lesson in
patience with my last build as what was marketed as an ARF took me three months to build, but this was
mainly due to other distractions and a period of some extremely good flying weather (resulting in alot of
repairs and maintenance work). A blog entry is here:
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=672333
I will start the Ptero soon but I have a couple of other twinkles in my eye so may just work on the Ptero as
a very long term project and pump out the ARF's along the way.
Good luck and thank you so much for the time and effort you put into the thread.
KiwiKid

Washed out
We had about 2" of rain in the last 24 hours so there was a lot of water on the field, also there were grey
clouds and showers around all morning.
The next opportunity will probably be a few weeks away.
Tim

First "flight"...
Well today was the day - not what you would call a complete success, but not a total disaster either. I
don't know that I am "test pilot" material... so here is the report...
First some information ('+' is up, '-' is down):
Aileron throws (measured at inboard tip of aileron): +33mm/-8mm
Elevator throws (measured at right angles to the surface, on the lowest tip): +12mm/-12mm
Rudder throws (measured at same point as elevator): +15mm/-15mm
I added 15gms of lead to the nose to take the CG to the very front of the indicated range - it felt slightly
'nose heavy'...
Next I did a few test runs to get the feel of things. The 'dactyl felt like it was correctly balanced and held
level had a slight tendancy to turn right which I trimmed out.
Salto took a test run and we checked for elevator authority, there definitely appeared to be reasonable
control.
Motor power: on a full LiPo the measured input power is 2 x 115W, so that is about 64 watts/pound. This
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is a bit below what I suspect is ideal, but should still be flyable. I should probably have used the 4 turn
motor, or I need to find a slightly larger prop. However, it felt like there was sufficient power for flight.
With full motor power it felt like there was a lot of down thrust - but then this is holding the 'dactyl on the
body below the centre of the wings so is to be expected.
So then with the whole club lined up to watch I applied full power and Salto took the steps to lauch the
'dactyl. It looked to me like it was rising a bit quickly and so I applied some down elevator to attain a
more level flight and the next thing I knew it was heading for the ground. It bounced on the bottom of the
body and I decided to kill the power and recover what I could. I think the up elevator I had fed in, coupled
with the energy lost in the bounce, meant that after bouncing it came up, stalled and then cartwheeled in!

The damaged was actually fairly minor, but I want to investigate one of the motor mounts that looks a bit
loose before I attempt a second "flight". When I saw it cartwheel in I felt sure that I had broken the neck
and done some major damage - but everything must be stronger than I thought.
Video (assuming I can work out how to post it) and damage report to follow shortly.

Just about ready to lauch.
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Just before impact! er, "landing"...

Damage report
Well, I have to say that I had hopes that I wasn't going to have to file this sort of report quite so soon after
construction was completed.
The damage, as far as I can see is limited to:
- the right wing tip which cracked;
- the left wing flap;
- the left wing motor mount.
It looks like the impact flexed the left wing and this causes the flap to knock against the wing root area.
Also the flex appears to have weakened the motor mount - it certainly causes the covering to split around
the motor.
The right wing tip has 3 cracks and is easy to repair.
The left flap is definitely damaged by lateral compression - again not to difficult to repair.
The left motor mount is more seriously damaged. What looked like just a slightly loose motor mount is
actually more serious damage as the wing bent back on impact. The front of the motor mount has cracked
completely on one side and once I could see this I could also see into the wing and the ply area around the
motor mount is also cracked as is the balsa covering this area.
It looks like the wing bent up on impact and the lower ply cracked, the top ply shattered, and the motor
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mount cracked. Way back at the beginning I noted that there were two ply 'U' shaped doublers for each
engine mout area - I only put on one, perhaps this suggests that using both may be a good idea. Mind you,
cartwheels are not what this is designed for...
I think that I will sleep on this before repairing it - but it looks like I can just run some PU glue down the
cracked motor mount and then repair the ply with some additional doublers.
Then I have to resheet and recover the repaired sections. So that will take a while.
Also, before the next flight I need to work out exactly what went wrong...

This is the right wing tip cracks. Two obvious ones and one closer to the tip.

Reglue all this is fairly easy.

The left flap top damage.
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The left flap bottom damage - consistent with being compressed.

Reglue for repair and sand smooth.

What feels like a loose motor mount.

Certainly has a crack all the way down the ply tube/balsa support.

But there is also a crack in the ply as well.
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